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This paper reports the findings of a meta-analytic review summarizing extant advertising findings related to the effects of racial

similarity (vs. dissimilarity) between source and participants. Forty one independent papers are included in the meta-analysis spanning

forty years of publications in this domain (from 1969 to 2009). These articles include responses from a total of 10,056 participants

(3,232 African-American, 6,263 White, 419 Asian, and 142 Hispanic). The obtained results suggest that consumers of all races exhibit

more positive advertising evaluations when exposed to advertisements featuring similar-race (vs. different-race) models.
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to each other. As a consequence joint owners may feel even more responsible towards the owned object than individual owners and may
hence take more care of the object.

Third, joint ownership may have a negative impact on consumer behavior. On the one hand joint ownership and the resulting joint
responsibility may lead to a decrease in experienced responsibility (Latane 1981) and lead to less behavioral care for the object. On the
other hand, there is evidence that effects of ownership are mainly due to the degree to which ownership is perceived as such (e.g., Reb
and Connolly 2007). It seems plausible to assume that joint ownership decreases the sense of ownership experienced and hence reduces
a consumer’s willingness to care for an object.

In two studies we gather initial information on whether joint ownership leads consumers to behave differently towards an object than
individual ownership.

Study 1 assessed whether consumers intuitively believe that the mere fact of joint ownership leads to differences in consumer
behavior. Participants (53 students) read a scenario about two students who each got a car from their parents. The only difference between
the two students is the actual ownership mode. One student is sole owner of the car, one student shares ownership with the mother. Actual
usage by other people and expenses are kept constant. After reading the scenario participants indicated which student was more likely to
engage in four different acts of caring for the car (e.g., checking it for scratches; alpha=.76), who felt more responsible for the car and who
experienced a stronger sense of ownership.

Mean values of all items were compared to the scale midpoint (4=both equally likely). Results show that participants thought that
joint ownership decreases the care taken for the car, decreases the responsibility felt for the car, and decreases perceived ownership of the
car. In a regression, responsibility and perceived ownership significantly predict the likelihood of caring for the car.

Study 2 assessed whether lay intuitions observed in study 1 are in line with actual consumer behavior. Participants (61 students) were
asked to answer questions about the computer or laptop they use most frequently. To assess actual ownership status participants were asked
to report the number of regular users as well as the legal ownership situation. In addition, participants were asked to report on perceived
ownership, perceived responsibility, and their behavior towards the computer (all alphas >.60). The eight items assessing behavior loaded
on two different factors: behavior that prevents the computer from being damaged (e.g., not drinking at the keyboard) and behavior that
promotes the computer (e.g., buying add-ons).

 In separate regressions, the number of users had no effect on perceived responsibility and prevention behaviors. However, the larger
the number of regular users, the less participants engage in behaviors that promote the computer and the lower is their perceived sense
of ownership. Perceived sense of ownership predicts promotion behavior. Results were replicated with regard to legal ownership status.
Controlling for the time spent with the computer did not alter the results.

To conclude, it seems that compared to individual ownership joint ownership has a detrimental effect on behavior towards an owned
object. This effect is reflected in consumers’ lay intuition. However, whereas lay intuition seems to relate this finding to both decreased
perceived responsibility and decreased perceived ownership, actual behavior was only affected by perceived ownership. In addition,
whereas lay intuition seems to assume an effect of joint ownership on all forms of caring behavior, the actual effect was restricted to
behaviors that promote the owned object.
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The ideological struggle of African Americans during the early 1960s and throughout the 1970s was instrumental in elevating concern
for ethnic minorities in American society. Marketing academicians and practitioners alike took note of the social advances which emerged
from the civil rights movement. Advertisers started targeting African American consumers more systematically, and begun to feature more
African American models in their advertisements (DelVecchio and Goodstein 2004). Academic researchers responded by investigating
how majority and minority consumers evaluate racially integrated advertisements.

Underlying this newly found interest in ethnic consumers has been the desire on the part of the advertising community to respond
to the moral criticism, which was increasingly directed towards advertisers, summarized by Barban and Cundiff as “You must “integrate”
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your advertising because it is morally reprehensible to do otherwise” (Barban and Cundiff 1964). Specifically, both the NAACP (National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People) and CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) urged national advertisers to feature more
African American models in their ads (Block 1972). At least partially in reaction to these pressures, the representation of ethnic minorities
in magazine advertisements doubled between 1965 and 1969 (Kassarjian 1969), and there was a proliferation of research examining the
effects associated with featuring ethnic minorities in advertisements, with particular attention to assessing reactions by White and Black
consumers to ads featuring Black models.

Some studies investigated how White American consumers respond to advertisements featuring minority models (e.g., Bush,
Gwinner, and Solomon 1974; Bush, Hair, Jr., and Solomon 1979; Hoon and Ramaprasad 2006; Whittler and DiMeo 1991), whereas others
focused on the advertising evaluations of African American consumers in response to ads featuring minority models (e.g., Green 1999;
Simpson et al. 2000; Whittler and Spira 2002). Studies also examined the advertising evaluations of both majority and minority consumers
in response to advertisements, featuring both White American and African American models in the same ad (e.g., Barban 1969; Cagley
and Cardozo 1970; Schmid 2000; Stafford, Birdwell, and Van Tassel 1970). A smaller subset of studies in this domain investigated the
advertising evaluations of Asian American consumers (e.g., Brumbaugh and Grier 2006; Forehand and Deshpande 2001; Schumann, Lee,
and Watchravesringkan 2004), and Hispanic consumers (e.g., Appiah 2001; Avery, Hernandez, and Hebl 2004; Deshpande and Stayman
1994) in response to ads featuring similar versus different-race models.

As minorities were increasingly being portrayed in media advertisements, a mounting body of research examined the potential for
an adverse reaction to this growing practice by White consumers. The basic premise of this argument, which has been termed “White
backlash,” is that attempts to appear more socially responsible and appeal to minority consumers by featuring Black models in ads may
lead to alienating White consumers (Barban 1969; Barban and Cundiff 1964; Block 1972; Stafford, Birdwell, and Van Tassel 1970).
Backlash may take the form of a negative attitude towards the ad, the spokesperson, the company, the product, or the brand being advertised
(Schmid 2000). If true, this is a justifiable concern given that the purchasing power of White consumers greatly exceeds that of all of the
other racial groups in the U.S. (Humphreys 2008). However, early empirical investigations tended to disconfirm the existence of White
backlash, finding instead that White consumers did not react adversely to integrated commercials, or commercials featuring all-Black
models (e.g., Barban 1969; Barban and Cundiff 1964; Block 1972; Stafford, Birdwell, and Van Tassel 1970).

Some research in this domain has yielded opposite than expected results, with participants preferring racially dissimilar endorsers.
For example, David et al. (2002) report that White participants rated Black models as more attractive than White models, and even
considered themselves more similar to the Black than the White models. Similarly, a recent study by Wang and Arpan (2008) found that
White participants rated Black (as compared to White) spokespersons as more credible, and evaluated Public Service Announcements
(PSAs) more favorably when the spokespersons were Black as opposed to when they were White.

The Current Review
The aforementioned studies offer often confounding results. Some researchers suggest that both majority and minority consumers

provide favorable advertising evaluations when ads feature similar race (vs. different-race) models (for a review, see Whittler 1991), while
others report participants preferring racially dissimilar endorsers (e.g., David et al. 2002; Wang and Arpan 2008). The purpose of this paper
is to report the findings of a meta-analysis which was conducted to summarize extant findings related to the effects of racial similarity
(vs. dissimilarity) between source and participants on the advertising evaluations of Black, White, Hispanic, and Asian consumers. In total,
forty one independent papers spanning forty years of publications (from 1969 to 2009) are included in the meta-analysis, which include
responses from a total of 10,056 participants (3,232 Black, 6,263 White, 419 Asian, and 142 Hispanic).

Inclusion Criteria
Studies were deemed eligible for inclusion if they met all of the following criteria: (a) used Black and/or White, and/or Hispanic, and/

or Asian participants, (b) exposed participants to advertisements featuring both similar-race and different-race models, (c) provided a
measure of participants’ advertising evaluations (such as attitude towards the ad, attitude toward the brand, or purchase intention), (d)
reported data that came from independent samples, which were not published in any other study already included in the meta-analysis,
and (e) provided sufficient quantitative empirical results that allowed calculation of an effect size.

Preliminary Results
A priori moderator analyses revealed that source-participant racial similarity is most important for Hispanic participants (d=.67, 95%

CI=.39, .96, p<.001), followed by Black participants (d=.56, 95% CI=.51, .61, p<.001), then by Asian participants (d=.16, 95% CI=.03,
.30, p<.05), and finally by White participants (d=.15, 95% CI=.11, .18, p<.001). Additionally, the effect of racial similarity on participants’
advertising evaluations for papers published in Psychology journals (d=.57, p<.001) far exceeded effect sizes published in Communication
(d=.06, p<.05) and Marketing journals (d=.05, p<.001).
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Generally, it is assumed that people strive for the best option when confronted with a choice set (i.e. ‘maximizing’) (Von Neumann
& Morgenstern, 1964). However, due to the increased complexity that characterizes our society, maximizing is not always possible.
Indeed, people often have a satisficing goal. In other words, people often search for an appropriate choice option which passes a certain
acceptance-threshold (i.e. satisficing). (Simon, 1955). Maximizers, on the other hand, spend more effort analyzing each option until they
have found the best possible one (Iyengar, Wells & Schwartz 2006). Research links the tendency to maximize with less happiness, less
optimism, less confidence and less satisfaction with life. (Schwartz, 2002). Therefore it is important to identify variables that cause people
to maximize. The current study examines a possible cause of maximizing, namely impact expectations. It is possible that maximizers strive
to optimize choice outcomes, because they have higher expectations concerning the impact of proximate events on their subjective well-
being. In other words, maximizers may believe that the choice they make has more impact on their happiness than satisficers do. This might
cause maximizers to allocate more effort in choices than satisficers, hence making sure they choose the best.

H1: Maximizers will have higher expectations concerning the impact of proximate events than satisficers.

However, maximizers’ impact expectations of delayed events might be lower. Contrary to satisficers, maximizers might take waiting
time into account as a cost. Thus, while satisficers might overlook delay costs, maximizers might consider waiting time to be a cost when
evaluating the impact of a delayed, (positive) event. In other words, when evaluating the impact of a delayed, (positive) event, maximizers
do not simply assess the reward outcome, but evaluate the event-delay outcome.

H2: Maximizers are more sensitive to waiting costs than satisficers.

The current study examines whether maximizers and satisficers differ in intertemporal choices. Such an intertemporal choice implies
a choice between an option that is attractive on short term versus an option that is beneficial on long term. A preference for the more
immediate reward is called a time-inconsistent choice (Hoch & Loewenstein, 1991). As maximizers might be more sensitive to waiting
costs, this may cause them to make more time-inconsistent choices than satisficers.

H3: Maximizers make more time-inconsistent choices than satisficers.

An online survey was set up to provide a first idea of the strength of the hypotheses.
121 subjects participated in an online survey. During the experiment, a control question was asked to determine whether the

respondent was sufficiently involved to take part in the experiment. This was the following scale question: “Do not answer this question”.
Ten respondents who did answer the control question were deleted from the sample. As a result, all analyses were performed on 111 test
subjects.

Respondents first answered the maximizing-satisficing scale as taken from Nenkov et al. (2008). This 13 item 7-point likert scale
consists of statements of the following type: “Renting videos is really difficult. I’m always struggling to pick the best one”. Secondly, the
impact expectations of “winning 100 euros” and “receiving a favourite cd as a gift” were measured. Each time respondents were asked
to indicate how much happier they would be (tomorrow vs today) if this event would occur.

Thirdly, delay discounting was measured. Respondents were given four choices between an immediate, smaller reward or a delayed,
larger reward. The four reward pairs were taken from Kirby & Herrnstein (1995): 12¤-16¤, 21¤-25¤, 30¤-34¤, 45¤-52¤. A typical
delay discounting question was as follows: “Which reward would you prefer: 12¤ in two days or 16¤ in ten days“.

First, a mean split on the scores of the maximizing-satisficing scale was performed to categorize respondents as maximizer (n=46)
or satisficer (n=65). Secondly we performed ANOVA tests on the impact expectations. Maximizers had bigger expectations concerning
the impact of “winning 100 euros” (F(1,109)=5.087, p<.05) or “receiving a favourite cd as a gift” (F(1,109)=6.056, p<.05) on their
happiness, thus providing support for the first hypothesis.

Next, Pearson chi-square analyses were performed for each of the four choice pairs. Maximizers and satisficers appeared to differ
significantly for two out of the four pairs, namely the 21¤-25¤ and 30¤-34¤ choice pairs. Satisficers chose more than expected the larger,


